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Abstract: This paper designed a kind of energy management strategy based on 

intelligent transportation information, using the car networking technology (including 

intelligent transportation systems, V2X and dedicated short-range communication 

technology) to obtain state of traffic lights in front of the planning of target vehicle 

speed, and use the model predictive control method of target speed tracking, in order 

to achieve the goal of frequent stop to avoid the red light. The planned target speed 

was used to obtain the required power of the load, and the adaptive equivalent 

consumption minimum strategy and model predictive control algorithm were designed 

to optimize the distribution of the output power of the three energy sources. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, with the continuous increase of car ownership, urban traffic 

congestion, environmental pollution and energy consumption have become 

increasingly prominent, and fuel cell hybrid electric vehicle has gradually become an 

important part of green transportation system due to its advantages of high efficiency, 

zero emission and low noise [1]. However, the control strategies of these two parts 

are carried out under known driving conditions, without considering the uncertainty of 

road information in the actual process [2-4]. With the development of intelligent 

transportation system and dedicated short-range communication technology, it 

provides reference for realizing real-time energy management and optimization of 

FCHEV. First of all, the road conditions where the target vehicle is located and the 

state of traffic lights have a great impact on the energy consumption of vehicles [5-

6]. With the development of vehicle-to-vehicle communication and vehicle-to-traffic 

facility communication technology, it is possible for vehicles to obtain information 
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ahead in the process of driving [7]. 

Therefore, the combination of connected information and optimization-based energy 

management control strategy is considered to further improve FCHEV fuel economy 

and enhance the predictability of unknown conditions, providing an economical and 

safe driving environment [8]. The energy management strategy of FCHEV based on 

intelligent traffic information designed in this paper is mainly divided into two parts: 

upper speed planning and lower power distribution [9]. The energy management 

strategy designed will be explained in detail below. 

 

2. Speed planning considering traffic information 

The FCHEV energy management strategy designed in this paper based on intelligent 

traffic information uses intelligent network information for signal transmission, and the 

communication principle of Internet of vehicles is shown in Fig 1. With the 

development of science and technology, cellular mobile communication has been 

rapidly applied, technological level and industry ecology are rapidly advancing. 

Information transceiver devices are separately deployed on both sides of the road for 

large-area sensing and communication, with data storage and computing capabilities, 

and can directly interact with vehicle units for information. Using V2V and V2I 

technologies, the traffic signal timing model is established to obtain the road condition 

information of the target vehicle, so as to obtain the optimal target speed of the vehicle, 

and the speed information is fed back to the driver, so as to avoid frequent stopping 

before the red light, achieve the purpose of reducing fuel consumption and improving 

energy economy. 

 

Fig. 1 The principle diagram of vehicle networking communication 

2.1 Speed planning principle 

In order to facilitate the analysis of actual traffic information and restore urban road 

conditions more truly, and from the perspective of safety and traffic rules, the yellow 

signal light is treated as red, that is, the whole signal light in this study has only two 

states: red and green. By simulating real road conditions, a traffic signal timing model 

is established (that is, traffic junctions are equipped with wireless Bluetooth sensor 

positioning technology, which can simultaneously collect signal light, phase, timing 

and detector data to quantify the travel time of traffic junctions), and the optimal 
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target speed is reasonably planned. 

The calculation of the target speed is divided into two cases, including the state of the 

traffic light at the next traffic intersection and the distance through the intersection, 

as follows: 

When the next intersection is green, the driver can speed up according to the Internet 

of vehicles information to ensure smooth passage before the green light turns red. Or 

by reducing the speed, in the case of no stop after many signal cycle cycle, the signal 

light just from red to green smoothly arrived at the intersection. 

When the next intersection is red, the driver can make reasonable acceleration and 

deceleration choices according to the information of the Internet of vehicles to ensure 

that the signal light changes from red to green when reaching the intersection. Or you 

can go through multiple light cycles and make it through a traffic junction before the 

green light ends. 

The status of the traffic light determines the current driving speed of the target vehicle, 

and through the interaction of the Internet of vehicles and the on-board unit, the cycle 

of the traffic light can be determined at any time. Therefore, the specific calculation 

of the status determination of the traffic light is as follows: 
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t
 refers to take complementary function, dt  refers to running time, ct  refers to 

the entire cycle signal lamp cycle, rt  refers to the red light time. 

When the target vehicle is running, the target speed designed in this study must first 

meet the restrictions of traffic rules on vehicle speed conditions, and it needs to 

restrain itself by setting the upper and lower limits of speed, so as to avoid frequent 

stops before red lights. The calculation principle of the upper and lower limits of target 

speed is as follows: 
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hv , lv  respectively are the upper limit and lower limit of the target speed, 
gt  refers to 

the green time, ld  refers to distance between target vehicle and signal light, nC  refers 

to Signal lamp cycle number. 

The constraint is set to： 
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objv  refers to the optimal target speed. Sets the initial speed of the target vehicle to 

0 20 /v m s , This will be explained in the simulation section. 

2.2 Target speed solution 

From the practical point of view, the vehicle meets the normal traffic rules, and meets 

the allowable speed range in urban roads. The model predictive control algorithm is 

used to optimize the speed of each moment in real time, and feedback to the driver 

constantly, making the vehicle gradually close to the optimal target speed. The 

objective function is designed as follows: 
1
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                                (2-5) 

k  refers to the current time of the target vehicle, Np  refers to predictive time domain 

of model predictive control algorithm. 1Q  and 2Q  are the weight coefficient of state 

variable and control variable respectively, ( )u t  refers to the control variable (i.e. the 

acceleration of the target vehicle). 

Equation (2-5) was transformed into a state space expression, and the sequential 

quadratic programming solver in the FMINCON function of Matlab simulation software 

was used to solve the nonlinear programming problem of the objective function, so 

that the target vehicle could track the target speed as fast as possible in the process 

of driving, so as to avoid frequent stops before red lights. The specific state space 

calculation expression is： 
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The input variables are the matrix composed of the speed and acceleration, and the 

constraint conditions are set as: 
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minv  and maxv  respectively the upper and lower limits of speed limited by traffic rules 

under local road conditions, mina  and maxa are respectively the minimum and maximum 

accelerations of target vehicles. 

In order to track the target speed, and in the objective function to select two weighting 

factor, and optimization is optimal in the process of driving speed and based on the 

state of light to obtain the goal of the speed difference, guarantee the optimized speed 

tracking to the ideal speed as far as possible, to reduce vehicle traffic in the city 

parking waiting time in the process of the red light; Optimization is the vehicle 

acceleration, so that the speed change as slow as possible, reduce rapid acceleration 

and rapid deceleration, so as to improve driving safety and driving comfort. 

 

3. Energy management design based on target speed 

In this paper, a layered energy management strategy of FCHEV based on intelligent 

traffic information is designed. In the upper strategy, the target speed is optimized in 

real time by using Internet of vehicles information and model predictive control 

algorithm. In the lower level strategy, the energy management problem of three 

energy sources is transformed into two levels, and the adaptive equivalent 

consumption minimum strategy and model predictive control algorithm are adopted 

to manage each part in a hierarchical manner, so as to improve the efficiency of the 

control strategy. 

3.1 Adaptive strategy of minimum equivalent hydrogen consumption 

Lithium-ion batteries and Super-Capacitor have no external circuitry to charge them, 

so the overall hydrogen consumption of the vehicle comes from the fuel cell. Based 

on this, the input of the adaptive equivalent hydrogen consumption minimum strategy 

is the same amount of hydrogen consumption of lithium battery and ultra-low 

capacitor. According to the energy conservation law, the overall hydrogen 

consumption of the target vehicle is: 

m fc bat scC C C C                                       (3-1) 

mC  refers to Total hydrogen consumption of the target vehicle, fcC 、 batC  and scC  

respectively represents the hydrogen consumption of fuel cells, lithium batteries and 

Super-Capacitor. 

Firstly, the current planned target speed information of the vehicle is taken as the 

input signal of the vehicle model, and the required power of the vehicle at each 

moment is obtained by combining the vehicle dynamics parameters: 
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( )v t  refers to the target speed obtained by using Internet of vehicles information for 

speed planning. 

Second, in the process of vehicle, according to the lithium battery and super capacitor 

of all energy from the fuel cell, considering improve fuel economy and reduce power 

fluctuations of lithium battery service life, the influence of adopting the adaptive 

strategy, the minimum equivalent consumption penalty function based on lithium 

battery SOC value, adaptive optimization of the process of discharge, Realize the 

compensation of fuel cell power. In combination with Chapter 4, the penalty function 

is designed as follows: 
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  refers to penalty function of lithium battery,   as a constant value, used to 

regulate the charging and discharging process of lithium batteries, h

batSOC  refers to 

the maximum upper limit of lithium batteries (set at 0.85 in this study), l

batSOC  refers 

to the minimum lower limit of lithium batteries (set at 0.45 in this study). 

Compared with lithium battery, hydrogen consumption of auxiliary energy source is 

almost completed by lithium battery. Therefore, this study ignores hydrogen 

consumption of Super-Capacitor. Combining equations (3-2) and (3-3), the objective 

function is designed as： 

 min fc batJ C C                                           (3-4) 

Equation (3-4) was transformed into a linear programming problem, and the optimal 

output power of fuel cell was obtained by using the constraint minimization function 

of optimization theory. 

3.2 Model predictive control strategy 

The model predictive control (MPC) method was used to distribute the power of lithium 

battery and Super-Capacitor reasonably in order to prolong the service life and 

improve the range of lithium battery. The state space expression is designed as follows: 

( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )u wx k A x k B T u k B T w k                               (3-5) 

T  refers to sampling time, A , uB  and wB  are the state matrix, input matrix, and 

disturbance matrix, respectively. ( )w k  refers to the disturbance vector, which refers to 

the column vector composed of the sequence output by the Super-Capacitor at each 

moment. 

Input variables are set as SOC of lithium battery and Super-Capacitor at every moment. 

In order to ensure the control action is relaxed and expand the range of optimization 

solution, constraints of control variables and relaxation factors are introduced into the 
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objective function. 
2

1 2 3min ( ) ( )T T

k k k k k kJ X R W X R U W U W                              (3-6) 

kX  and 1W  are state variables and weight matrix of lithium battery SOC respectively, 

2W  and 3W  respectively are the weight coefficients of control variables and relaxation 

factors,   refers to relaxation factor. 

Constraint conditions are as follows: 
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Aiming at the objective function and constraint conditions in Equations (3-6) and (3-

7), quadratic programming algorithm is used to solve the problem, so as to maintain 

the stability of lithium battery SOC, better adapt to the change of power demand, 

prolong the service life and improve the range of lithium battery. 

 

4. Simulation analysis and experimental verification 

It is assumed that the target vehicle passes the first traffic intersection smoothly at 

an initial speed of 20m/s and meets the urban road traffic rules, the maximum speed 

and minimum speed are 60m/s and 20m/s respectively, the target driving distance is 

4km, the traffic lights are set to 8, and the duration of green and red lights is 20s and 

30s respectively. The step size of simulation iteration was set to 0.1s, and the initial 

SOC of lithium battery and Super-Capacitor was 0.7. The main simulation parameters 

are shown in Table 1. 

Tab. 1 The main simulation parameters of FCHEV 

The simulation parameters The numerical Unit 

Vehicle mass 1295 kg 

Windward area 2 m2 

Air density 1.2 kg/m3 

Air resistance factor 0.335 - 

Rolling resistance factor 0.013 - 

Lithium battery initial SOC 0.7 - 

Urban traffic conditions predict target vehicle speed and speed tracking results as 

shown in figure 2, the distance between the vehicle speed as the traffic intersection 

and signal phase change, real-time tracking error changes in each period is reasonable, 

practical the speed tracking effect is ideal, thus to avoid stop before the red light, the 

purpose of reducing energy consumption. 
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Fig. 2 The speed planning curve of target vehicle 

The power distribution of the three energy sources under urban traffic conditions is 

shown in Figure 3. The energy management strategy designed in this paper maximizes 

the advantages of each energy source to improve the dynamic performance of the 

vehicle. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the output power of fuel cell is relatively flat and 

bears most of the load power demand. In the acceleration and deceleration stages, 

Super-Capacitor preferentially assume peak power and absorb braking energy. Lithium 

batteries provide power compensation for Super-Capacitor to ensure that fuel cells 

work in high-efficiency areas, improve fuel economy and prolong the service life of 

energy sources. 

 

Fig. 3 The power distribution curve of energy sources 

 

5. Conclusion 

Using the research achievements of the fourth part, we design a FCHEV layered energy 

management strategy based on intelligent transportation information, the upper 

simulation of urban road traffic environment, information retrieval based on vehicle 

networking light condition, planning of target vehicle speed, and use the model 

predictive control method for economic speed tracking, to achieve the goal of frequent 

stop to avoid the red light. 
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